Complex questions often require combining multiple facts to correctly answer, particularly when generating detailed explanations for why those answers are correct. Combining multiple facts to answer questions is often modeled as a "multi-hop" graph traversal problem, where a given solver must find a series of interconnected facts in a knowledge graph that, taken together, answer the question and explain the reasoning behind that answer. Multihop inference currently suffers from semantic drift, or the tendency for chains of reasoning to "drift" to unrelated topics, and this semantic drift greatly limits the number of facts that can be combined in both free text or knowledge base inference. In this work we present our effort to mitigate semantic drift by extracting large high-confidence multi-hop inference patterns, generated by abstracting large-scale explanatory structure from a corpus of detailed explanations. We represent these inference patterns as sets of generalized constraints over sentences represented as rows in a knowledge base of semi-structured tables. We present a prototype tool for identifying common inference patterns from corpora of semi-structured explanations, and use it to successfully extract 67 inference patterns from a "matter" subset of standardized elementary science exam questions that span scientific and world knowledge.
Introduction
Combining separate pieces of knowledge to answer complex natural language questions is a central contemporary challenge in natural language inference. For complex questions, a single passage in a corpus or single fact in a knowledge base is often insufficient to arrive at an answer, and multiple sentences or facts must be combined through some inference process. A benefit and goal of this "multi-hop" inference process is for the set of combined facts to form a human-readable explanation detailing why the inference and answer are correct.
Most recent approaches to combining knowledge to answer questions (e.g. Das et al., 2017; Jansen et al., 2017; Ding et al., 2019) model inference as a progressive construction, iteratively adding nodes (facts) one at a time to a graph that represents the inference (and explanation) required to answer a question. This approach suffers from the phenomenon of semantic drift (Fried et al., 2015) , which is the observation that determining whether two facts can be meaningfully combined to answer a question is an extremely noisy process, and most often results in adding erroneous facts unrelated to answering a question that causes the inference to fail. A common signal to determine whether two facts might be combined is whether those facts have shared words or entities. For example, for a question asking about the possible effects of sunlight on an ice cube, a given solver might choose to meaningfully connect the facts "melting means changing from a [solid] to a liquid by adding heat energy" and "water is a kind of [solid] , called ice, at temperatures below 0 • C" on the shared word solid. Unfortunately, using shared words alone, either of these facts could also be connected to the fact "sound travels fastest through a [solid]", which is irrelevant to answering this problem, and allows further traversals to unrelated facts about sound that can produce incorrect answers.
Jansen (2018) empirically demonstrated that combining facts based on lexical overlap has very low chance of success, which was measured at between 0.1% and 5% for elementary science questions, depending on the source corpus of the facts being retrieved. This is a significant limitation, as even elementary science questions require combining an average of 4 to 6 facts (and as many as 16 facts) that span scientific and common-sense or world knowledge in order to answer and provide ice cream is a kind of solid water is a kind of liquid popsicles are a kind of solid steam is a kid of gas ice is a kind of solid water is a kind of liquid a stove is a source of heat a re is a source of heat a freezer is a source of cooling frozen rain is called hail frozen CO2 is called dry ice melting snow is called slush Figure 1 : An overview of our inference pattern extraction approach. A corpus of semi-structured explanations (2) is preprocessed through a set of heuristics that generate a large number of small (often disconnected) subgraphs in a large graph (2). Those subgraphs are merged and curated (3). Inference patterns, or subgraphs of nodes can then be extracted from the curated graph, by the user (4). These patterns for executable constraint satisfaction patterns that can be executed over the knowledge base (5) . In this work we address steps 2 through 5, whereas using these inference patterns to answer and explain unseen questions (6) is part of ongoing efforts.
a detailed explanation for their reasoning (Jansen et al., 2018 (Jansen et al., , 2016 , and such a low probability of successfully traversing the knowledge graph places strong limits on the length of inferences that can be made (Khashabi et al., 2019) . In response to this challenge, a number of datasets such as Hot-potQA (Yang et al., 2018) and WorldTree (Jansen et al., 2018) have emerged to provide explicit gold explanations that serve as training and evaluation instruments for multi-hop inference models. Jansen (2017) proposed combining "common explanatory patterns", or groups of frequently interconnected facts observed in explanations, as a possible means of mitigating the semantic drift associated with combining facts one at a time. Humanauthored explanations contain meaningful connections between their component facts. Each edge in an explanatory pattern extracted from a humanauthored explanation is a high-confidence edge that does not require a solver to use other more noisy signals (such as lexical overlap) to populate, reducing the opportunity for semantic drift. An empirical evaluation using the WorldTree explanation corpus demonstrated that this approach could in principle regenerate the majority of unseen gold explanation graphs by using only 2 or 3 hops between these "explanatory pattern" subgraphs, which is substantially fewer hops than the up to 16 hops required if aggregating single facts. The disadvan-tages of this technique are that (a) it requires the (currently manual) construction of a large corpus of detailed explanations to learn these common explanatory patterns from, which is an expensive process, and (b) it requires developing automatic or semi-automatic methods to abstract the structure of training explanations to mitigate sparsity and allow known explanations to generalize to unseen scenarios.
In this work, we explore a hybrid human-inthe-loop method and tool for abstracting the structure of common explanatory patterns found in the WorldTree corpus of structured explanations. We use this tool to extract 67 inference patterns, specified as constraint satisfaction patterns over a knowledge base of tables, from detailed explanations to standardized elementary science exam questions. Our long-term interests are in generating a corpus of common inference patterns at scale, and constructing an inference system that combines and uses those patterns to answer questions and produce detailed explanations for its answers. Conceptually, this is similar to Explanation-Based Learning (De-Jong and Mooney, 1986; Baillargeon and DeJong, 2017) , but using semi-structured text and constraint patterns instead of first-order logic. This approach is also similar to efforts at using scripts or semantic frames for inference (e.g. Wang et al., 2015; Ostermann et al., 2017) , or automatically extracted proxies (e.g. Khashabi et al., 2018) , though confined to the subdomain of elementary science, and semi-automatically extracted from semi-structured explanation graphs.
Approach and Workflow
The workflow describing our process of taking a corpus of semi-structured explanations through the inference pattern discovery process is described in Figure 1 , with further details below.
Semi-Structured Explanation Corpus
Our technique for discovering inference patterns requires extracting these patterns from a pre-existing corpus of semi-structured explanations. We make use of the WorldTree explanation corpus 1 (Jansen et al., 2018) , a set of 1,680 detailed explanation graphs for standardized elementary science questions. These questions represent the elementary (3 rd through 5 th grade) subset of the Aristo Reasoning Challenge (ARC) corpus 2 (Clark, 2015) , a set of 4-choice multiple choice elementary and middle-school science questions drawn from 12 US states.
Each question in Worldtree is paired with an explanation graph composed of a set of facts that, taken together, provide a detailed explanation for why the answer to a given question is correct. Each "fact" is a natural language sentence that takes the form of a row in a knowledge base of 62 semistructured tables containing a total of 4,950 unique rows. Each table centers around encoding a particular type of knowledge, such as taxonomic relations (e.g. a bird is a kind of animal), part-of relations (a wing is a part of a bird), property knowledge (metals are electrical conductors), or other more complex relations, such as changes (boiling means changing from a liquid to a gas by adding heat energy), coupled relationships (as altitude increases, air pressure deceases), causality (bacteria can cause diseases by infecting organisms), and if-then relationships (if an animal relies on plants for food, then it must store enough food for winter).
Each semi-structured table contains between 2 and 16 content columns, which form an n − ary relation between the columns in a given row, and are often used by inference frameworks (e.g. Pasupat and Liang, 2015; Sun et al., 2016; Khashabi et al., 1 http://www.cognitiveai.org/ explanationbank/ 2 http://www.allenai.org/data.html 2016) as they afford more fine-grained decomposition than triple representations (e.g. Etzioni et al., 2011; Schmitz et al., 2012) common in other inference methods (e.g. Das et al., 2017; Khot et al., 2017; Kwon et al., 2018) . The knowledge base construction was data-driven, where each fact exists because it was authored to be used in at least one real explanation. As such, the knowledge base contains a mix of scientific and world knowledge, some of which is commonly found in other knowledge bases (e.g., taxonomic, part-of, used-for, Speer and Havasi, 2012; Tandon et al., 2017) , while other kinds of knowledge (e.g. coupled relationships, how processes change actors, if-then relationships centered around elementary science concepts) are less common. When authoring explanations, the annotation protocol required annotators to attempt to reference existing rows (facts) first rather than create duplicate knowledge. The most highly reused row (an animal is a kind of organism) occurs in 89 different explanations, and 31% of rows in the knowledge base occur in more than one explanation. This suggests that a subset of core facts are frequently reused, but that some form of abstraction or generalization of explanations would be required for those core facts to connect to the 69% of facts used in only a single explanation, or to knowledge imported from other knowledge bases that is not currently used in any explanation.
Automatic Generation of Subgraphs
In this work we frame the process of discovering inference patterns as a process of clustering similar groups of facts together, and discovering meaningful connections between different groups of facts in the forms of constraints (see Figure 1 , steps 2 to 5). These constraints take the form of edges between two tables, that can be satisfied by one row from each table having the same words in specific columns (see Figure 1 , step 5, for an example).
Clustering Facts: Clustering similar facts requires recognizing that certain groups of facts tend to describe specific instances of a high-level process, even when those facts may have little or no lexical overlap with each other (as in grouping "freezing means changing from a liquid to a solid" and "boiling means changing from a liquid to a gas", in the context of a change of state of matter process).
Discovering Connections: Discovering connections (i.e. edges) between two or more groups of facts that tend to occur together in gold explanation Error Class Sparsity in Explanation Annotation Fact 1 Friction occurs when two object's surfaces move against each other Fact 2
As an object's smoothness increases, it's friction will decrease when it's surface moves against another surface.
Issue
These facts are not observed together in a single question's explanation, so they are not connected.
Sparsity in Knowledge Base Fact 1
If food is cooked then heat energy is added to that food.
Fact 2
A stove generates heat for cooking. Missing A campfire generates heat for cooking.
Issue
Missing facts in the knowledge base limit the generalization of patterns to new scenarios (e.g. campfire).
Permissiveness in automatically populated edges Fact 1 Melting means changing from a solid to a liquid by adding heat energy Fact 2
Wax is an electrical energy insulator Issue
Creating edges based on shared words (here, "energy") does not always generate meaningful connections.
Permissiveness in automatically populated column links Fact 2 A tape measure * is used to measure distance. Fact 2 centimeters (cm) are a unit used for measuring is distance.
Ideally this edge should generalize to all kinds of measuring tools and units (e.g. X is used to measure Y, Z is a unit for measuring Y). The connection between tape measure * in Fact 1 and measure in Fact 2 makes generalization unlikely, and should be removed. Table 1 : Example classes of errors when automatically generating inference pattern graphs. Fact 1 and Fact 2 represent facts (rows) drawn from the knowledge base of semi-structured tables. Boldface words represent lexical connections between those facts (edges between tables, on the specific columns those words occupy).
graphs. For example, facts about change of state processes (freezing, boiling, melting, condensing) may tend to connect to other groups of facts that discuss specific solids, liquids, or gasses that are undergoing the change of state (as in "water is a kind of liquid", or "ice is a kind of solid").
Our initial hypothesis was that it would be possible to extract a large corpus of inference patterns automatically from a sufficiently large and structured corpus of explanations. Instead, we discovered that both the clustering and connection processes are susceptible to a number of common opportunities for error (described in Table 1 ) that limit this process in practice. In addition to these error classes, we discovered challenges due to inference patterns existing at different levels of abstraction, with patterns at different levels of abstraction frequently overlapping. For example, a high-level domain-specific pattern might describe the process of changing from one state of matter to another through the addition or subtraction of heat energy, while describing specific substances and sources of heat or cooling. A substantially more low-level, domain-general, and common pattern in the corpus is taxonomic inheritance -the idea that if X is a kind of Y , and Y is a kind of Z, then X is a kind of Z (e.g. a bird is a kind of animal, an animal is a kind of living thing, therefore a bird is a kind of living thing). Similar low-level science-domain patterns are common (e.g. X is a kind of Y , Y is made of Z, as in "an ice cube is a kind of object, and objects are made of matter"). High-level and low-level patterns frequently overlap -that is, a high-level pattern may contain one or more lowlevel patterns. This caused challenges for the pilot experiments in entirely automatic extraction, either "over-grouping" facts into a single pattern that a human annotator would likely consider different patterns, or vice-versa.
Because of the high-precision requirements of multi-hop inference, our pragmatic solution to the above technical challenge is to build a hybrid system that combines automatic and manual methods. First, a preprocessing system assembles and connects groups of facts using a set of minimal highprecision low-recall heuristics. We then provide the user with a graphical tool to streamline the workflow for manually editing groupings, adding or removing edges between groups of facts, and speeding the inspection and repair of any errors made by the automated heuristics. Summary statistics on the proportion of these changes and errors on our analysis are included in Table 2 .
Merging and Curating Subgraphs
To facilitate the assembly of subgraphs into large high-quality inference patterns, we developed and iterated the graphical authoring tool shown in Figure 2 . The tool includes four main components:
Graph View: The graph view allows the annotator to inspect the entire graph in its current state, and to merge nodes (that represent groups of facts/table rows) together to perform the fact clustering procedure. The graph view also allows the annotator to highlight specific subgraphs to mark as inference patterns, which enables further functionality in the constraint view.
Grid View: The grid view enables the curation of the edges between nodes by visually displaying them in an interface that allows the user to (a) remove automatically populated edges that are not meaningful, (b) remove only part of edges (i.e. specific links between columns between two tables), and (c) manually edit the automatic clustering by dragging and dropping specific rows in one edge group either into another existing group, or into a new group.
Constraint View: Once a user has identified and marked a subgraph to extract as an inference pattern, the constraint view allows "running" that inference pattern to generate all possible sets of rows in the tablestore that satisfy that pattern's constraints. As subgraphs extracted directly from the large curated graph built from the explanation corpus tend to require edits to their nodes and constraints before they are generic and runnable inference patterns, the constraint view also includes a number of debugging tools to facilitate diagnosing constraints that are unable to be satisfied. 3 Table View : The tool also includes an interface to a Google Sheet 4 storing a live copy of the Table- store that the annotator can edit to refine existing knowledge, or incorporate additional knowledge, while curating and debugging inference patterns. The tool runs in a Chrome browser window, and is implemented as a Javascript application with a node.js backend server. We make use of Cy-Measure Count Graph Nodes:
Nodes before merging 700 Nodes after merging 540 (77%) Graph Edges:
Edges before curation 637 Edges after curation 771 (21%) Grid Row-to-Row Connections:
Row-to-row connections before curation 1384 Row-to-row connections modified 631 (46%) Row-to-row connections removed 224 (16%) Grid Edge Constraints:
Edge constraints before curation 2101 Edge constraints removed 133 (6%) Edge constraints marked optional 27 (1%) toscape.js (Franz et al., 2015) as a graph visualization plugin, while primarily using the CoSE-Bilkent graph layout algorithm (Dogrusoz et al., 2009 ) modified to allow variable edge lengths based on the maximum degree of connected nodes to make the graph easier to visualize when assembling densely-connected patterns. The tool was iterated for usability to maximize throughput for the merging and curation steps, and includes functionality for quickly finding knowledge in the graph while seamlessly moving between graph (graphical) and grid (tabular) views, filtering subsets of nodes and edges by various metrics (completeness, table connection, user-selected utility rating), and keeping track of where the annotator is in the curation workflow. A Scala preprocessing tool reads in gold explanations (which can be filtered to include only subsets of questions by a question classification label, such as only matter, energy, or life science questions), applies the initial clustering heuristics, and outputs tab delimited files that are then read in by the tool. 
Preliminary Evaluation
To evaluate the utility of our approach, we made use of the tool to extract inference patterns present in all questions in the training subset of the WorldTree corpus categorized as belonging to the Matter topic, one of the 9 broad science curriculum categories of question topics, using the ARC question classifica- 
Initial merging and curation
The preprocessing procedure generated 273 grids for this subset of the explanation corpus, representing the specific pairs of tables (e.g. KINDOF ↔ CHANGE) that have direct connections in the explanations for these questions. A total of 1,384 unique row-row connections populated these grids, and required manual verification. Summary statistics for the edits to these grids is shown in Table 2 .
MATERIAL NAME(0) ↔ MATERIAL NAME (0) INTO(10) ↔ STATEOFMATTER(2) HYPONYM(1) ↔ STATEOFMATTER(2) PROCESS_NAME(0) ↔ PROCESS_NAME/ ACTION (0) FROM (8) (2) HYPONYM(1) ↔ ISMADEOF (6) HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ISMADEOF(6) HYPERNYM(4) ↔ ISMADEOF (6) HYPONYM (1) On average, each grid generally required minimal to moderate editing. Figure 4 (see Appendix) shows the full graph before and after the initial merging and curation process.
Extracting Inference Patterns
Due to it's size, the graph after merging and curation is included in the supplementary material. Manual inspection of the curated graph using the Graph View revealed 29 high-level inference patterns shown in Table 3 , each containing between 3 and 66 nodes, and up to 107 edges. 5 These represent the high-level inferences being described in the Matter subset of the explanation corpus, and include scientific reasoning processes for topics such as Measuring Properties with Instruments and Thermal Conductivity, while also describing common world knowledge such as Seeing, Tasting, and Cooking Food. These world-knowledge-centered explanation patterns tend to be either directly required to answer questions (for example, about observing material properties), or to process the examples the questions are grounded in (such as temperature or state changes caused by cooking food). While high-level patterns can be classified as belonging more to scientific or world knowledge, the individual knowledge present in each pattern is generally a mix of both, including nodes that match either scientific knowledge (e.g. "Matter in the gas phase has variable volume") or world knowledge at either a high-level (e.g., "a balloon is a flexible container") or low-level (e.g., "if a container contains something, then that container touches that something").
Examining the 29 high-level inference patterns, we further subdivided them into 38 smaller, more reusable component inference patterns that describe narrower inferences for a given problem domain. For example, the high-level Change of State inference pattern was subdivided into 3 smaller and more specialized patterns such as Changing between states of known substances, Phase Changes, and Evaporating Liquids, each containing between 4 and 9 nodes. Examples of these inference patterns are shown in Figure 3 , while the full corpus of 5 These large inference patterns (up to 66 nodes and 107 edges) represent large topical patterns generated from analyzing many questions on similar topics, and were not derived from any one question. In these cases, it is likely that only a small subset of these larger inference patterns would be used to answer a given question. We describe further subdividing these larger patterns into smaller reusable pieces further in Section 3.2.
Change of State
Freezing means changing from a liquid to a solid by reducing heat energy A liquid is a kind of state of matter Water is in the liquid state, called liquid water, for temperatures between 0 C and 100 C A solid is a kind of state of matter Water is in the solid state, called liquid water, for temperatures between -273 C and 0 C Cooling means reducing heat energy Freezing is when liquids are cooled below freezing point
Phase Changes
Boiling means changing from a liquid to a gas by adding heat energy Boiling is a kind of phase change A phase change is when a substance changes from one state to another state Temperature changes can cause phase changes
Alloys
Alloys are made of two or more metals Bronze is a kind of alloy Bronze is made of copper and tin Tin is a kind of metal Copper is a kind of metal
Containers contain objects
A container is a kind of object If a container contains something, then that container touches that something A bowl is a kind of container A container contains objects A rock is a kind of object Table 4 : A small subset of example combinations of knowledge base facts that satisfy the constraints of inference patterns extracted from the explanation corpus. Each example was generated from the inference pattern, and is not found in the training corpus. patterns generated is included in the supplementary material.
Executing constraint patterns
Our long-term goal is to use the extracted inference patterns to answer unseen questions, and enable generating detailed coherent multi-fact explanations for the reasoning behind those answers. We are currently building a scripting language and development environment for easily authoring and evaluating constraint-based inference patterns.
In the near-term, to evaluate the executability of each pattern, we incorporate a constraint satisfaction framework into the extraction tool allowing the user to test each extracted pattern by querying the tablestore knowledge base and enumerating valid combinations of table rows that satisfy the constraints of a given inference pattern. Our Javascript table constraint solver is able to process approximately 2 million constraint evaluations per second, which generally satisfies exhaustively testing small patterns in under one minute. 6 The graphical interface allows disabling subsections of larger inference patterns for speed to exhaustively test larger inference patterns piece-wise, or limiting specific nodes to only a small subset of possible facts to speed evaluation.
Examples of valid combinations of facts satisfying the extracted inference patterns in Figure 3 are shown in Table 4 . Each of these short explanations was not observed in the training corpus, but rather was generated by satisfying the constraints of an inference pattern by querying the knowledge base, and could form explanations for unseen questionseither in whole, or as part of a combination of several patterns together (such as combining Changes of State and Phase Changes). At our current state of development, each inference pattern generally matches between one and several thousand unique patterns in the knowledge base, but precise counts are limited by the speed of our current constraint satisfaction solver.
Conclusion and Future Work
We present a method and tool for extracting inference patterns from corpora of explanations, where these inference patterns provide a mechanism to combine large amounts of knowledge with highconfidence. While this ability to combine facts into meaningful multi-fact patterns exceeds what is currently possible using contemporary algorithms for multi-hop reasoning, several challenges remain.
First, while significantly faster and more datadriven than our manual attempts at constructing inference patterns, the end-to-end process of constructing an explanation for a question, authoring knowledge base facts, merging and curating a central graph, extracting patterns from that graph, and debugging generic patterns currently comes at a significant labour cost -an average of approximately 2 hours per question 7 -that we are working to further reduce to allow the technique to scale. We hypothesize that a number of the time costs associated with this process scale sublinearly, and are currently working on demonstrating this by 6 We are currently developing a high-performance standalone constraint satisfaction solver for these types of lexicalized refining the protocol and evaluating on an order-ofmagnitude more explanations.
Second, while these inference patterns have utility for answering and explaining science exam questions, this needs to be empirically demonstrated by incorporating the patterns into a question answering system to measure the overall recall of this technique. We are actively pursuing both the construction of a corpus of science-domain explanation patterns, at scale, while concurrently developing methods of using these inference patterns to answer questions and provide compelling multifact explanations for their answers.
Supplementary Material
This work contains supplementary material, including additional tables and figures in the Appendix below, and a corpus of 67 extracted inference patterns available at http://www. cognitiveai.org/explanationbank/ . 
Appendix
Annotation Workflow: The annotation workflow is as follows: The user selects a subset of questions to process (in this preliminary work, we select all MATTER questions in the WorldTree corpus). The user then switches to the Grid View, which displays one "grid" at a time, where each grid represents all the connections from a given table to another table in the tablestore (for example, all the connections from the KINDOF table to the IF-THEN table) . The user then uses the Grid View to quickly verify that the automatic groupings are correct, and make adjustments or edits to these groupings. Here the user can also remove bad edges (two table rows that were automatically connected, but whose connection isn't meaningful), or remove subsets of the column links on edges that are partially correct (see Table 1 ). Once this is completed, the user then switches to the Graph View, where they click on each node group from the recently curated grid, highlight other nodes that contain similar rows, and make manual node merging decisions (by dragging and dropping nodes on top of each other). Notes can also be left on specific nodes or edges, to help describe what underlying concepts the nodes represent, and how they interconnect. Once this is completed, the user marks that grid completed, and moves on to the next grid. User-selectable filtering allows only nodes and edges from grids that have been completed to be displayed, greatly reducing clutter and visual search time.
Once the user has completed all grids, the graph is completed, and represents the interconnected knowledge of all of the explanations in the questions, typically itself clustered into a number of disconnected graphs that represent large high-level inference patterns (such as magnetic attraction, thermal transfer, or changes of state of matter). The user then manually inspects these, and highlights subgraphs of nodes to form a candidate inference pattern. These candidate patterns form a series of knowledge constraints for a series of tablestore rows that must be met in each node in order to satisfy the constraints. These constraints can then be run, debugged (as a whole, or as subsets of nodes or edges), and saved. During this process, missing knowledge or edits to existing knowledge in the tablestore that prevent generalization are often discovered -these edits can be immediately made to the Tablestore Google Sheet and the constraints rerun in seconds, to form a fast iteration cycle for debugging knowledge base and inference pattern constraint interactions.
Additional Resources
A full export of the inference patterns generated in this work, as well as example patterns from the knowledge base that satisfy their patterns of constraints, is available at http://www. cognitiveai.org/explanationbank/ . if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm) if a magnet is attracted to a metal then that magnet will stick to that metal if a hot (object ; substance) is (exposed to ; touches) a cold (object ; substance) then (that object ; that substance) will likely cool if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something n 1 1 PROTO-IF-THEN *** if something is places over a heat source then that something is exposed to that heat source if something contains a large amount of magnetic material then that something will attract magnets if something is dropped into a container of something else then that something is touching that something else if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something if a container contains something then that container touches that something n5 PROTO-IF-THEN *** if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm) if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something if (a spoon ; an object) is used to stir a (liquid ; mixture) then (that spoon ; that object) is touching (that liquid ; that mixture) if a container contains something then that container touches that something if something undergoes physical change then the chemical properties of that something will remain unchanged if one is holding an object then one is touching that object n12 PROTO-IF-THEN *** if food is cooked then heat energy is added to that food if something is places over a heat source then that something is exposed to that heat source if liquid is boiling then that liquid is hot if something undergoes a physical change then the physical properties of that something will change if too much heat is transferred to an object then that object may burn n6 PROTO-IF-THEN *** if liquid is boiling then that liquid is hot if something is places over a heat source then that something is exposed to that heat source if too much heat is transferred to an object then that object may burn n13 PROTO-IF-THEN *** if (a spoon ; an object) is used to stir a (liquid ; mixture) then (that spoon ; that object) is touching (that liquid ; that mixture) if a container contains something then that container touches that something if one is holding an object then one is touching that object if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something n7 PROTO-IF-THEN *** if a container contains something then that container touches that something n14 PROTO-IF-THEN *** if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something n8 PROTO-IF-THEN *** if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something if something contains a large amount of magnetic material then that something will attract magnets if an object is made of a material then that object has the properties of that material if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm) if something is outside during the day then that something will receive sunlight if something lasts longer then that something will not have to be replaced for a long time if (an object ; something) is in the sunlight then (that object ; that something) will absorb solar energy if (a spoon ; an object) is used to stir a (liquid ; mixture) then (that spoon ; that object) is touching (that liquid ; that mixture) if something is made of (something ; a material) then that something contains (that something ; that material) if something does not have to be replaced for a long time then that something will save money if (an object ; a substance) absorbs solar energy then (that object ; that substance) will increase in temperature n15 PROTO-IF-THEN *** if (a spoon ; an object) is used to stir a (liquid ; mixture) then (that spoon ; that object) is touching (that liquid ; that mixture) if something is made of (something ; a material) then that something contains (that something ; that material) if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm) if an object is made of a material then that object has the properties of that material if (an object ; something) is in the sunlight then (that object ; that something) will absorb solar energy if something does not have to be replaced for a long time then that something will save money if (an object ; a substance) absorbs solar energy then (that object ; that substance) will increase in temperature if something is outside during the day then that something will receive sunlight if something contains a large amount of magnetic material then that something will attract magnets if something lasts longer then that something will not have to be replaced for a long time n16 KINDOF *** a magnifying glass is a kind of tool for observing small things a graduated cylinder is a kind of instrument for measuring volume of liquids or objects a meter stick is a kind of tool for (measuring length ; measuring distance) a thermometer is a kind of instrument for measuring temperature a stopwatch is a kind of tool for measuring time a ruler is a kind of tool for measuring length a compass is a kind of object a centimeter is a kind of unit of measurement binoculars are a kind of instrument for observing distant objects a tape measure is a kind of tool for (measuring distance ; measuring length) a calculator is a kind of tool seconds are a kind of unit for measuring time a balance is a kind of instrument for (measuring mass ; measuring weight) n25 USEDFOR *** magnifying glass is used to see small things by making objects appear bigger a graduated cylinder is used to measure volume (of a liquid ; of an object) a meter stick is used to measure (distance ; height ; length) a thermometer is used to measure temperature a stopwatch is used to measure time a ruler is used for measuring the length of an object a compass is used to navigate (oceans ; seas) (meters ; centimeters ; kilometers) are used to (describe distance ; describe length) a centimeter is used for measuring (short lengths ; short distances) binoculars are used for observing distant objects a tape measure is used to measure (length ; distance) a compass is used for determining direction a calculator is used for (adding ; subtracting ; multiplying ; dividing) seconds are used to measure time a balance is used for measuring (mass ; weight) (of an object ; of a substance) n17 KINDOF *** a meter stick is a kind of tool for (measuring length ; measuring distance) milliliters is a kind of unit for measuring volume of liquids a graduated cylinder is a kind of instrument for measuring volume of liquids or objects a balance is a kind of instrument for (measuring mass ; measuring weight) a stopwatch is a kind of tool for measuring time if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm) if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something if (a spoon ; an object) is used to stir a (liquid ; mixture) then (that spoon ; that object) is touching (that liquid ; that mixture) if an object is made of a material then that object has the properties of that material when an animal eats or drinks something , that animal tastes that something if an object reflects light toward the eye then that object can be seen if a liquid disappears then that liquid probably evaporated if gas is heated then that gas will (expand ; rise) if liquid is boiling then that liquid is hot if an event occurs by adding something then that event requires that something if a hot (object ; substance) is (exposed to ; touches) a cold (object ; substance) then (that object ; that substance) will likely cool if food is cooked then heat energy is added to that food if a container contains something then that container touches that something if (an object ; something) is in the sunlight then (that object ; that something) will absorb solar energy if (a spoon ; an object) is used to stir a (liquid ; mixture) then (that spoon ; that object) is touching (that liquid ; that mixture) if one is holding an object then one is touching that object if an object is made of a material then that object has the properties of that material if something is made of (something ; a material) then that something contains (that something ; that material) if a magnet is attracted to a metal then that magnet will stick to that metal if (an object ; a substance) absorbs solar energy then (that object ; that substance) will increase in temperature if an object reflects light toward the eye then that object can be seen if a container contains something then that container touches that something if a flexible container is pushed on then that container will change shape if (an object ; something) is in the sunlight then (that object ; that something) will absorb solar energy if (a spoon ; an object) is used to stir a (liquid ; mixture) then (that spoon ; that object) is touching (that liquid ; that mixture) if liquid is boiling then that liquid is hot if an event occurs by adding something then that event requires that something if something is definite in shape then that something will not change shape easily when a gas in an open container (evaporates ; boils) , that gas spreads out into the air n78 SYNONYMY *** to add means to increase visible means able to be seen being (on something ; placed in something ; placed over something) means touching that something variable means able to change receiving sunlight is synonymous with absorbing sunlight to receive sunlight means to absorb sunlight to get hot means become hot (to depend on ; to rely on ; to need) means to require staying means not changing expand means spread out adding heat means increasing temperature n65 PROTO-IF-THEN *** if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm) if something is places over a heat source then that something is exposed to that heat source if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm) if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something if a magnet is attracted to a metal then that magnet will stick to that metal if a container contains something then that container touches that something if an object reflects light toward the eye then that object can be seen if a flexible container is pushed on then that container will change shape if (an object ; something) is in the sunlight then (that object ; that something) will absorb solar energy when an animal eats or drinks something , that animal tastes that something n117 PROTO-ACTION *** a source of something (emits ; produces ; generates) that something a container contains (objects ; material ; substances) matter with variable volume and shape (assumes ; expands to fill ; takes) the shape and size of its entire container n125 PROTO-IF-THEN *** if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something if an object is made of a material then that object has the properties of that material if a container contains something then that container touches that something if a flexible container is pushed on then that container will change shape if food is cooked then heat energy is added to that food n160 PROPERTIES-GENERIC *** (temperature ; heat energy) is a property of (objects ; weather) and includes ordered values of (cold ; cool ; warm ; hot) conductivity is a property of a (material ; substance) magnetism is a property of (materials ; objects) and includes ordered values of (nonmagnetic ; magnetic) n163 PROTO-IF-THEN *** if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm) if (an object ; a substance) absorbs solar energy then (that object ; that substance) will increase in temperature if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something if an object is made of a material then that object has the properties of that material if (an object ; something) is in the sunlight then (that object ; that something) will absorb solar energy if (a spoon ; an object) is used to stir a (liquid ; mixture) then (that spoon ; that object) is touching (that liquid ; that mixture) magnetism is a property of (materials ; objects) and includes ordered values of (nonmagnetic ; magnetic) (mass ; weight) is a property of (matter ; objects ; materials) size is a property of objects and includes ordered values of (microscopic ; tiny ; small ; medium ; large) shape is a property of an object (temperature ; heat energy) is a property of (objects ; weather) and includes ordered values of (cold ; cool ; warm ; hot) conductivity is a property of a (material ; substance) thickness is a property of an object and includes ordered values of (thin ; thick) hardness is a property of a (material ; an object) and includes ordered values of (malleable ; rigid) texture is a property of (surfaces ; materials ; objects) and includes ordered values of (smooth ; rough)
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shape is a property of the appearance of an object color is a property of (an object ; a material) n238 KINDOF *** smooth is a kind of texture sunlight is a kind of solar energy n242 PROPERTIES-GENERIC *** texture is a property of (surfaces ; materials ; objects) and includes ordered values of (smooth ; rough) (temperature ; heat energy) is a property of (objects ; weather) and includes ordered values of (cold ; cool ; warm ; hot) as altitude increases , the temperature of the air will decrease as the kinetic energy of a molecule increases , the temperature will increase as the smoothness of something increases , the friction of that something will decrease when its surface moves against another surface as state of matter changes , mass will not change as a source of light moves directly overhead of an object , the size of the shadow of that object will decrease n472 SYNONYMY *** to lower means to decrease to add means to increase to reduce means to decrease stay the same means not changing n1017 PROPERTIES-GENERIC *** (mass ; weight) is a property of (matter ; objects ; materials) texture is a property of (surfaces ; materials ; objects) and includes ordered values of (smooth ; rough) as the temperature of a liquid increases , that liquid will evaporate quicker as the thickness of an object increases , the resistance (to tearing ; to breaking) will increase as the temperature of an object increases , the size of that object will increase as moisture of an object decreases , the friction of that object against another object will increase as state of matter changes , mass will not change as a source of light moves directly overhead of an object , the size of the shadow of that object will decrease if an object is made of a material then that object has the properties of that material if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm) water is in the gas state , called water vapor , for temperatures between (373 ; 212 ; 100) and 100000000000 (K ; F ; C) n815 COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP *** as the resistance to something increases , how easilty that something can be done will decrease as the smoothness of something increases , the friction of that something will decrease when its surface moves against another surface as moisture of an object decreases , the friction of that object against another object will increase n817 COUPLEDRELATIONSHIP *** as the thickness of an object increases , the resistance (to tearing ; to breaking) will increase as moisture of an object decreases , the friction of that object against another object will increase as the smoothness of something increases , the friction of that something will decrease when its surface moves against another surface (7) x HYPERNYM(4) ↔ AGENT/THING WHO USES (9) x HYPERNYM(4) ↔ AGENT/THING WHO USES (9) x HYPERNYM(4) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT (2) x HYPERNYM(4) ↔ AGENT/OBJECT (2) x HYPERNYM(4) ↔ PATIENT (7) x HYPERNYM(4) ↔ PATIENT (7) x HYPERNYM(4) ↔ PATIENT (7) x HYPONYM(1) ↔ PATIENT (7) x HYPONYM(1) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE (6) HYPONYM (1) (7) Object has (value) on property being measured VALUE(7) ↔ PATIENT (7) (Should go to only one or the HYPERNYM(4) ↔ SOURCE (6) HYPERNYM (4) (2) X is a kind of Y <-> A is a HYPONYM(1) ↔ WHOLE (5) X is a kind of Y <-> A is a HYPERNYM(4) ↔ WHOLE (5) HYPERNYM(4) ↔ FOR/PURPOSE (7) X is a kind of Y <-> A is a HYPERNYM(4) ↔ WHOLE (5) something that causes harm is RESULT_AGENT(9) ↔ RESULT_AGENT (9) x AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(2) ↔ HYPERNYM (4) AGENT/ATTRIBUTE(11) ↔ HYPERNYM (4) x OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ PATIENT (7) x CONDITION_PATIENT(4) ↔ RESULT_AGENT (9) x CHANGE2(18) ↔ HYPONYM (1) x OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ PATIENT (7) OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ PATIENT (7) ACTION (6) (7) x OBJECT/PROPERTY(10) ↔ AGENT (2) OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ WHAT IT PROVIDES (7) x OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ WHAT IT PROVIDES (7) OBJECT/PROPERTY(22) ↔ WHAT IT PROVIDES (7) x OBJECT/PATIENT(9) ↔ WHAT IT PROVIDES (7) OBJECT/PROPERTY (22) if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm) n 1 1 PROTO-IF-THEN *** if something is places over a heat source then that something is exposed to that heat source n69 PROTO-IF-THEN *** if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something n1415 PROTO-IF-THEN *** if a magnet is attracted to a metal then that magnet will stick to that metal n1733 PROTO-IF-THEN *** if something contains a large amount of magnetic material then that something will attract magnets n1686 PROTO-IF-THEN *** if a hot (object ; substance) is (exposed to ; touches) a cold (object ; substance) then (that object ; that substance) will likely cool if (an object ; a substance) absorbs solar energy then (that object ; that substance) will increase in temperature n1583 KINDOF *** a graduated cylinder is a kind of instrument for measuring volume of liquids or objects a meter stick is a kind of tool for (measuring length ; measuring distance) a thermometer is a kind of instrument for measuring temperature a stopwatch is a kind of tool for measuring time a ruler is a kind of tool for measuring length binoculars are a kind of instrument for observing distant objects a tape measure is a kind of tool for (measuring distance ; measuring length) a balance is a kind of instrument for (measuring mass ; measuring weight) a magnifying glass is a kind of tool for observing small things a compass is a kind of object a calculator is a kind of tool n1667 USEDFOR *** a graduated cylinder is used to measure volume (of a liquid ; of an object) a meter stick is used to measure (distance ; height ; length) a thermometer is used to measure temperature a stopwatch is used to measure time a ruler is used for measuring the length of an object binoculars are used for observing distant objects a tape measure is used to measure (length ; distance) a balance is used for measuring (mass ; weight) (of an object ; of a substance) magnifying glass is used to see small things by making objects appear bigger a compass is used for determining direction a calculator is used for (adding ; subtracting ; multiplying ; dividing) a compass is used to navigate (oceans ; seas) a scale is used for measuring weight n1580 KINDOF *** a centimeter is a kind of unit of measurement seconds are a kind of unit for measuring time milliliters is a kind of unit for measuring volume of liquids a gram is a kind of unit for measuring mass a meter is a kind of unit for (measuring distance ; measuring length) if (a thermal conductor ; an object) is exposed to a source of heat then (that conductor ; that object) may become (hot ; warm) n1603 PROTO-IF-THEN *** if (one surface ; one substance ; one object) touches something then one is exposed to that something color is a property of (an object ; a material) conductivity is a property of a (material ; substance) hardness is a property of a (material ; an object) and includes ordered values of (malleable ; rigid) magnetism is a property of (materials ; objects) and includes ordered values of (nonmagnetic ; magnetic) shape is a property of an object shape is a property of the appearance of an object size is a property of objects and includes ordered values of (microscopic ; tiny ; small ; medium ; large) (temperature ; heat energy) is a property of (objects ; weather) and includes ordered values of (cold ; cool ; warm ; hot) texture is a property of (surfaces ; materials ; objects) and includes ordered values of (smooth ; rough) thickness is a property of an object and includes ordered values of (thin ; thick) length is a property of the shape of an object n237 KINDOF *** a fruit is a kind of object metal is a kind of material wood is a kind of natural material butter is a kind of substance marble is a kind of (object ; material) a statue is a kind of object a table is a kind of object a paper clip is a kind of object a block is a kind of object a nail is a kind of object frosting is a kind of material a rock is a kind of object a sheet of paper is a kind of object a leaf is a kind of object a paper is a kind of object a pencil is a kind of object a paper bag is a kind of object a spoon is a kind of object a sheet of sandpaper is a kind of object 
Before merging and curation
After merging and curation Figure 4 : (top) the graph generated by the preprocessing tool, before manual curation and editing by the tool (step 2 in Figure 1 ).
(bottom) the graph after manual curation and editing, and before inference patterns have been generated (step 3 in Figure 1 ). Clusters in the bottom graph approximately correspond to high-level inference patterns. The set of inference patterns is not shown for space, but each extracted pattern and it's enumerations are included as separate files in our supplementary material.
